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A
badía Retuerta LeDomaine is a 5 star luxurious

hotel set within a medieval estate occupying the

banks of the river Duero, Valladolid. The heart

of the estate, the winery, is one of the most

advanced wineries in Europe combining ancient wine-making

traditions with cutting edge technology. Imbued with charm,

this world-class hotel is an impeccably restored Xll century

Romanesque-Baroque abbey, in which LeDomaine's commit-

ment to heritage conservation and restoration have earned them

a Europa Nostra Award from the European Union. They also

hold the accolade of Club de Gourmet and Travellers Choice

"Best Hotel in Spain 2016", and was the first hotel to offer a

complete butler service. Enjoy culinary delights under a XVll

century frieze depicting the Last Supper at Refectorio, their

Michelin starred restaurant, once the refectory of the monks.

Guests enjoy a menu that fuses creative, contemporary twists on

tradition with the wealth of high-quality, locally grown ingre-

dients. Dishes are impeccably matched with award-winning

wines of the Abadia Retuerta estate. Besides Refectorio, tapas

and small plates are served in Vinoteca, situated over La Cueva,

which has traditionally housed Abadía Retuerta’s private wine

collection. In the abbeys ancient hall, LeDomaine's 27 double

rooms and 3 suites have been carefully renovated and

contemporary styled to sumptuously high standards with every

expected amenity. Each accommodation has generous views

overlooking  vineyards, whilst harmony - fundamental in

Romanesque architecture and essential to the lifestyle of the

monks, resonates throughout the whole of LeDomaine. Santua-

rio LeDomaine Wellness & Spa is an innovative sanctuary of

holistic healing featuring ground-breaking vinotherapy with

Europe's first ‘Spa Sommeliers’ - professionals in customising

individual treatments. Classical treatments and services -

massages, body scrubs, body wraps, facials and grooming - are

blended with authentic, indigenous rituals based of the winery,

designed to energise or sooth. Spa Butlers  welcome guests and

assist at every step of their spa experience. The Santuario Gym

is equipped with state of the art fitness technology including

Technogym, TRX, Kinesis multi-training and a private Yoga

studio. LeDomaine's staff pride themselves in offering the

upmost personalised and attentive service. This unique hotel is

perfect for the intimate or larger special events such as wed-

dings of up to 180 guests.
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